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Abstract. Case handling systems offer a solution to the lack of flexibility and adaptability
in workflow management systems. Because they are data driven they potentially provide
good support for Product Based Workflow Design (PBWD). In this paper we investigate to
which degree current workflow technology, in particular two case handling systems (FLOWer
and Activity Manager), are able to support PBWD. This is done by elaborating the design
process of a case from industry in both systems. From this evaluation we concluded that
current workflow technology is not yet completely ready for supporting PBWD. Therefore,
we recognize that better tool support is needed to make PBWD more suitable for practical
use.

1 Introduction

In the past decades, process-orientation has gained a strong foothold in various fields, notably in
the business management and information systems disciplines. This is illustrated by the emergence
of process-oriented transformation approaches, like Business Process Redesign (BPR) [11,16], on
the one hand and process-aware information systems, like workflow technology [3], on the other.
With this rise, the historic focus on the data that is being processed within businesses settings -
and by information systems in particular - has blurred. It should be remembered that during the
70s and 80s the majority of information systems development projects would start with a thorough
data analysis, leading to conceptual data models, while nowadays similar projects typically start
with mapping the business to be supported in the form of process models.

Recently, nothing short of a data revival has set in in the Business Process Management (BPM)
community, bringing back attention for data aspects. This phenomenon can be distinguished in
at least two places. Firstly, various problematic issues with workflow and BPM systems are being
countered with the introduction of systems that put much more emphasis on the data that is
being handled (e.g. case handling systems [2,7]), in this way moving away from a purely control-
flow centric perspective. Secondly, innovative BPR approaches are emerging that, rather counter-
intuitively, take business data processing requirements as starting point for generating a new
business process design (e.g.[26,30]).

In this paper, we will investigate to what extent synchronous movements towards a higher data
awareness in the fields of (i) workflow management and (ii) business process design can mutually
reenforce each other. In the recent past, we have worked on the development and application of
the method of Product-Based Workflow Design (PBWD). This method takes a static description
of an (information) product as a starting point to derive an improved process design. The idea to
focus on the product instead of on an existing process when redesigning a process was introduced
by Van der Aalst [1] and is based on a similar approach in manufacturing processes. Since its
conception, this method has been worked out in some detail [25,26,27] and has been successfully
applied in industry in over a dozen of occasions. At the same time, the manual application of
PBWD in practice proves to be a time-consuming and error-prone affair. It is likely that the
absence of automated tools to support the application of PBWD hinders the wider adoption of
the method, despite its successes in bringing back cycle time and service times of actual business
processes with 30% or more [25]. On the road to the development of PBWD support tools it



seems wise to consider some of the existing tools that could already deliver (partial) support for
the application of PBWD. A notable candidate for such support would be current case handling
technology. After all, just like traditional workflow management systems, case handling systems
operate on the basis of a pre-defined process model. In contrast to workflow technology, however,
case handling systems implement various data management features [7].

The objectives of the paper can now be formulated as follows: (i) to determine whether the
concepts of PBWD can be translated to the concepts in current case handling systems, (ii) to es-
tablish to what degree build-time features of case handling systems support the design of workflow
models based on PBWD, and (iii) to find out how current case handling tools could be enhanced
to support PBWD more thoroughly. Fulfilling these objectives could also be useful to determine
the desirable features of a specifically tailored support tool for PBWD, i.e. without using current
case handling systems.

The structure of this paper is as follows. In the next two sections, we will shortly review case
handling systems and the PBWD method respectively, forming the fundaments of this paper. In
Section 4, we will present our assessment of two existing case handling technologies, i.e. Pallas
Athena’s FLOWer and BPI’s Activity Manager. To conclude the paper, we present the major
implications from our assessment and directions for further research.

2 Case handling systems

Traditional workflow and business process management (BPM) systems are characterized by well-
known limitations in terms of flexibility and adaptability [5]. These limitations can be associated
with the dominant paradigm for process modelling found in these systems, which is almost ex-
clusively activity-centric [12]. The lack of flexibility and adaptability leads to many problems and
inhibits a broader use of workflow technology. In recent years many authors have discussed the
problem [5,9,10,13,17,19,20] and different solution strategies have been proposed. Basically, there
are three ways to provide more flexibility: (i) dynamic change [13,24,28], (ii) worklets [8,29,32],
and (iii) case handling [2,7].

The basic idea of dynamic change is to allow changes at run-time, i.e., while work is being
performed processes may be adapted [5,13,24,28]. Clearly, dynamic change mechanisms can be used
to support flexibility and adaptability. A dynamic change may refer to a single case (i.e., process
instance) or multiple cases (e.g., all running instances of a process). Both changes at the instance
level and the type level may introduce inconsistencies, e.g., data may be missing or activities are
unintentionally skipped or executed multiple times. A well-known problem is the “dynamic change
bug” which occurs when the ordering of activities changes or the process is made more sequential
[13]. These issues have been addressed by systems such as ADEPT [24,28]. Using such a system
the consistency of a process can be safeguarded. However, an additional complication is that the
people changing the processes should be able to modify process models and truly understand the
effects of a change on the whole process. In real-life applications few people are qualified to make
such changes.

Worklets [8] allow for flexibility and adaptability by the late binding of process fragments,
i.e., in a process some activities are not bound to a concrete application or subprocess and only
when they need to be executed a concrete application or subprocess is selected. YAWL [4] is an
example of a system that supports this idea. In YAWL activities may be handled by a worklet
handler, this handler uses an extensible set of ripple-down rules to select the right worklet (i.e.,
a concrete application or subprocess). Similar ideas have been proposed by other authors (e.g.,
[32]) and even implemented in commercial systems (cf. the Staffware extension that allows for
process fragments [29]). Although the worklets mechanism is easier to be used by end-users than
most dynamic change mechanisms, the scope is limited and only particular forms of flexibility and
adaptability can be supported.

Case handling is another paradigm for supporting flexible and knowledge intensive business
processes. The concept of case handling offers a solution to the lack of flexibility in traditional
workflow systems [7]. Case handling is supporting knowledge intensive business processes and



focuses on what can be done instead of on what should be done. To support this, a case handling
system is much more data driven than a workflow system. The central concept for case handling is
the case and not the routing of work or the activities. The case is the product that is manufactured
in the process based on the data that is processed. The core features of case handling are [2,7]:

– avoid context tunneling by providing all information available (i.e., present the case as a whole
rather than showing just bits and pieces),

– decide which activities are enabled on the basis of the information available rather than the
activities already executed,

– separate work distribution from authorization and allow for additional types of roles, not just
the execute role,

– allow workers to view and add/modify data before or after the corresponding activities have
been executed (e.g., information can be registered the moment it becomes available).

These core features of case handling are supported by systems such as FLOWer [22]. Other systems
such as BPi’s Activity Manager [15] only support some of these features. Unlike dynamic change
and worklets, case handling provides implicit flexibility, i.e., there is no need to change a process
model or to select a particular worklet. Moreover, as the list of core features suggests, case han-
dling takes a broader perspective also incorporating aspects as work distribution and information
collection.

3 Product Based Workflow Design

PBWD [1,25,26,27] is a revolutionary approach to workflow process design, i.e. a clean-sheet of
paper is taken to design the complete process from scratch. Rather than the activities and the
workflow process itself, it takes the processing of data and the workflow end product as the central
concepts. This approach has several advantages that are described in [25,31]. The most important
advantage is that PBWD is objective. In the first place because the product specification is taken
as the basis for a workflow design, each recognized information element and each production rule
can be justified and verified with this specification. As a consequence there are no unnecessary
tasks in the resulting workflow. Secondly, the ordering of (tasks with) production rules themselves
is completely driven by the performance targets of the design effort.
The workflow product is represented by a Product Data Model (PDM), i.e. a network structure
of the construction of the product. The approach of PBWD is very similar to the way in which
manufacturing processes are structured. This will be explained in more detail in the remainder of
this section.
Section 3.1 shortly describes the similar concepts in manufacturing, while Section 3.2 subsequently
elaborates on the important concepts of PBWD. Finally, Section 3.3 introduces an industry case
as an example of PBWD, that will be used throughout the assessment of the two concrete systems
in Section 4.

3.1 Bill-Of-Material (BOM)

In manufacturing, often a static representation of the product is used to define the assembly lines.
Figure 1.1 shows such a representation for the assembly of a car. A car is made of 4 wheels, a
chassis, and an engine. The structure of the assembly line can be derived from the picture as
follows: first, the four wheels and the chassis are put together, resulting in a subassembly product.
Next, the final assembly takes place by putting the subassembly product and the engine together.
The result then is the car. The representation of the product and its parts is referred to as the
Bill-Of-Material (BOM) [21] and is also used in information systems, e.g. MRP- and ERP-systems
for production planning and control.

Manufacturing and service-oriented processes have a lot in common [23], e.g. managing the
process focuses on the routing of work and the allocation of work to resources. Because of these
similarities it was considered worthwhile to explore the applicability of some concepts from the field
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Fig. 1. (1.1) The Bill-Of-Material (BOM) of a car, (1.2) The product data model of suitability to become
a helicopter pilot. The meaning of the elements is as follows: (a) decision for suitability to become a
helicopter pilot, (b) psychological fitness, (c) physical fitness, (d) latest result of suitability test in the
previous two years, (e) quality of reflexes, (f) quality of eye-sight

of manufacturing to administrative and information intensive processes (referred to as workflow
processes). The PBWD method derives a process model on the basis of the structure of the product
in an administrative business process. This product structure is called a PDM and is explained in
the next section.

3.2 Product data model (PDM)

The product of a workflow process can be an insurance claim, a mortgage request, a social benefits
grant, etc. Similar to the BOM, a PDM of this product can be made. However, the building blocks
are not the physical parts that have to be assembled, but the data elements (e.g. name, birth date,
amount of salary, type of insurance and register of holidays) that have to be processed to achieve
new data.

Figure 1.2 contains a small and simple example, comparable to the simple BOM of the car
in Figure 1.1. It describes the decision whether the applicant is allowed for a training to become
a helicopter pilot (see also [25]). Persons that want to become a helicopter pilot should meet
some requirements: they should be healthy, their eye-sight should be excellent, they should pass
a psychological assessment, and they should not have been rejected in the previous two years.
The figure shows that the final decision whether a person can become a helicopter pilot (data
element a) is dependent either on the data elements (b) and (c), or on (f), or on (d). In reality,
these different combinations reflect the different conditions under which certain operations can
be executed. In case there is a result of a recent suitability test (d), this information directly
determines the outcome (a). Also, in case the value for the quality of eye-sight of the applicant is
bad (f) this directly leads to a rejection (a). In the other cases, the results of both a psychological
(b) and a physical test (c) are needed. One level lower, the physical test (c) consists of the results
for the quality of reflexes (e) and for the quality of eye-sight (f).

The data elements of the PDM are depicted as circles. The operations on these data elements
are represented by arcs. The arcs are ‘knotted’ together when the data elements are all needed to
execute the particular operation. Compare for instance the arcs from (b) and (c) leading to (a)
on the one hand, to the arc from (d) leading to (a) on the other in Figure 1.2. In the latter case
only one data element is needed to determine the outcome of (a), while in the case of (b) and (c)
both elements are needed to produce (a).

The helicopter pilot example, that we discussed here, is very small. Typically, in industry the
PDMs are much larger; possibly containing hundreds of data elements. Based on such a PDM, a



workflow process model can be obtained by grouping data elements and operations into activities
(see also [25,27]).

Activity G

Fig. 2. The PDM for the GAK case

3.3 The GAK case

In this section we introduce a case from industry as a motivating example. This example is used
in the assessment of the two contemporary case handling systems, as described in Section 4. The
subject of the case study is the GAK agency (currently known as UWV) which is responsible
for awarding unemployment benefits in the Netherlands. The process in question deals with the
decision that the GAK has to make on whether or not to grant such benefits once a request
has been received. The typical factors that should be taken into account are the reason for the
applicant to have become unemployed, the length of the period that the previous job was held,
and the coverage regulations.

The PDM for the GAK case is shown in Figure 2. A detailed description of the case and of the
data elements can be found in [25]. The next section describes how we have assessed the process
of design in two contemporary case handling systems based on the GAK PDM. The used design is
elaborated on in [25]. The process model is manually derived from the PDM, taking into account
several process requirements and restrictions. For example, the processing order of the various
operations was determined such that the expected number of additional work at any point in the
process was minimized for the average case. The result of this manual design process is also shown



in Figure 3. In this figure the contents of each activity (i.e. data elements and their operations)
are also indicated. For example, the three operations on the data elements i10, i13, i14, i34, i36,
i37, i41, i42, and i47 (Figure 2) are grouped into activity G (Figure 3).
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Fig. 3. The process model for the GAK case



4 Assessment

As was explained in the introduction, workflow management systems focus on the control-flow
perspective, while case handling systems are more data-driven. Because of their focus on data,
case handling systems may provide support for PBWD. In order to investigate their possibilities
and potential support for PBWD, we have selected two case handling systems: FLOWer, by Pallas
Athena [22], and BPi’s Activity Manager [15]. Both systems use their own terminology, which is
sometimes confusing. However, in this paper we stick to a more standardized workflow terminology
for reasons of understandability (cf. Table 1).

Table 1. Different terminology: Standard workflow terminology, FLOWer, Activity Manager

Workflow FLOWer Activity Manager

Process Case type Procedure
Activity Action Step
Operation - Activity
Data element Data object Constant / Case variable

The next two sections elaborate on the way in which PBWD can be used to design a process
model in FLOWer and Activity Manager. The focus in both assessments is on the process of
designing and defining the process model based on the PDM 1. In general, the following steps
should be taken and supported by the system to get from a PDM to a process model:

1. The PDM must be translated to the specific system. This means that either the data elements
or the operations (or both) must be mapped on concepts in the system and must be specified.

2. The activities must be defined as groups of data elements and/or operations. There must be
an easy way to transfer an operation or data element from one activity to another, as a way of
exploring various designs. Also, the order of activities must be established, because precedence
relationships should be respected.

3. The process model must be finalized with for instance information on resources, etc.

Sections 4.1 and 4.2 describe to what extent this strategy could be followed when designing a
process model in FLOWer and Activity Manager, starting from the PDM of the GAK case.

4.1 FLOWer

FLOWer is a case handling system developed by Pallas Athena [22]. It consists of a number
of components, of which FLOWer Studio is the graphical design environment. FLOWer Studio is
used during build-time to define case definitions, consisting of activities, precedences, data objects,
roles and forms. In the assessment of FLOWer we kept the grouping of operations and their data
elements independent of the definition of activities as long as possible. This gave us the flexibility
of easily transferring data elements and operations from one group to the other, as described in
step 2 of the general strategy. The procedure we followed to get to a process model is described
below and illustrated by a series of screenshots from the FLOWer system. Note that we chose to
include a considerable amount of system screenshots to give the reader sufficient insight in the
systems and the steps we conducted.

1. All data elements are put in the FLOWer model. In Figure 4 and 5 the list of data elements
is shown on the left hand side of the main window.

1 Note that the process of designing and defining a process model based on a PDM is different from the
common way in practice to design a process model. Instead of using a subjective workshop setting (i.e.
interviews, observations, etc.) to discover the process model, a more objective approach is used starting
from the product structure.



Fig. 4. After starting a new case type definition the first step we conducted is the definition of a data
element in FLOWer Studio.

Fig. 5. All data elements are defined. An overview of the data elements is given on the left-hand side of
the Static Plan Editor.



Fig. 6. Next, several forms are defined that contain groups of data elements. This picture shows a list of
the forms on the left-hand side of the upper right window, and a detailed view on form GAK7. This form
corresponds with a group of data elements: i25, i30, i35, i36, i44, i16, i17, and i15

.

Fig. 7. Finally, the process model, containing the activities, is defined in the FLOWer Static Plan Editor.
Each activity is linked to a form (for instance activity K is linked to form GAK7) and ...



Fig. 8. ... mandatory data elements are defined for each activity.

Fig. 9. After releasing the case type, the runtime environment can be started. When the form for activity
A is filled out, activity B can be performed, as the time line shows. The form for activity B shows the
available data elements (which come from activity A) and the mandatory data elements to be filled in in
this activity (indicated by red bars).



2. The existing data elements are grouped onto forms. For each group of data elements a new
form is made. See Figure 6 for an example.

3. An activity is defined for each form. Figure 7 partly shows the resulting process model for the
GAK case together with the form for activity K.

4. Per activity the mandatory data elements2 are indicated, i.e. all data elements that are on
the form for this activity (Figure 8). Also, resource information is added in order to make the
model executable in FLOWer’s runtime environment (Figure 9).

Note that the final process model is designed according to the description and proposal for im-
provement in [25].

4.2 Activity Manager

BPi’s Activity Manager is an “add-on” that can be used in combination with a workflow manage-
ment system, such as COSA and Staffware [18]. For demonstration purposes also a stand-alone
version can be used. In this research we used this stand-alone version because it is easier to manage
as we could abstract from an actual workflow management system interacting with the Activity
Manager. Activity Manager combines the structure and control of a workflow management sys-
tem with the flexibility of case handling. Activity Manager imports the process model from the
workflow management system via a database and provides a way to further define the activities
in this model by elaborating the operations.

In this section, the running example is used again to investigate how Activity Manager can
support product driven design. Activity Manager starts with some a-priori process model that
needs to be imported before it can be used as a tool to further define operations. Therefore,
it was not possible to reason only from the PDM to a process model as was described by the
general strategy. To be able to work out the GAK case in this context we took the existing process
description from [25] and used this as a starting point. The steps we performed are as follows,
again illustrated with a series of screenshots:

1. The activities are defined via the database. See Figure 10.
2. The operations are added to the activities. Figures 11 and 12 illustrate the definition of an

operation for activity B.
3. The data elements are defined as constants in the properties of every operation. Figure 12

shows how data element i1 is defined as a constant.
4. The conditions are defined for every operation (Figure 13). Using these conditions it is possible

to implement the hierarchical dependencies between operations, i.e., if a certain operation
needs the outcome of another operation as input, then the latter must be executed before the
first one (Figure 14).

Note again that the final process model is designed according to the description and proposal for
improvement in [25].

5 Discussion and conclusion

In this paper we have investigated to what extent current case handling systems are able to support
PBWD by evaluating FLOWer and Activity Manager. As we have seen in the previous sections
both systems still have quite a strong focus on the control-flow of the process, despite of their
additional focus on data. However, in FLOWer we really can start reasoning from the PDM. As
explained in Section 4.1, this provides an opportunity to focus on the grouping of data elements
instead of defining activities directly. By putting groups of data elements on one form and playing
around with these combinations it is possible to form activities based on the data and operations
2 In FLOWer a mandatory data element is an element that has to be filled in when executing an activity.

An activity with a mandatory data element can only be completed if a value for this element is given
in the corresponding form. However, this value can be given in earlier activities.



Fig. 10. The first step in the assessment of the stand-alone version of BPi Activity Manager is the definition
of a process model as a Microsoft Access database of activities.

of the PDM instead of first defining the activities and afterwards determining what should be
done in these activities. In contrast, BPi’s Activity Manager is more process driven than data
driven and starts from the definition of a process model. Of course, this follows from the fact that
Activity Manager is “added on” to a workflow system, which only allows Activity Manager to
further specify the already given process structure. Because of this, it is not possible to directly
design a process model based on the PDM only in Activity Manager. The user needs to have
a good understanding of how the activities are organized and what the content of each activity
should be. This means that the process of designing a process model based on the PDM should
then be done outside the tool, in such a way that the result (i.e. the activities including their
operations) can be implemented in the system. Taking this design perspective we can remark that
FLOWer offered the best assistance in creating a process model based on the product structure.

Looking at the evaluation from a conceptual viewpoint, we can conclude that both systems do
not (yet) have a possibility to display the PDM as a hierarchical structure, which therefore would
be a nice extension to use these systems as PBWD support tools. However, all concepts of the
PDM and PBWD could be mapped to concepts in Activity Manager (see Table 1), while FLOWer
is able to represent all concepts except for the operations.

This evaluation shows that current workflow technology, and even case handling systems, are
not yet completely ready for PBWD. The research challenge now is to develop good support for
applying this method in practice. The first contribution of this assessment is an overview of how
existing systems can be improved to support PBWD. In close cooperation with suppliers of case
handling systems we will further investigate the opportunities of using their systems. Secondly,
we have learned some lessons for the development of specific tools for PBWD support. It seems
to be important to (i) display and edit the PDM in the tool, and (ii) to somehow circumvent
direct relations from activities to data elements. Finally, future work will focus on the discovery
and collection of data elements (i.e. the derivation of a PDM). At this point in time, the ProM
import framework for process mining [6] already supports mining based on data elements [14]. On
a general level, this research shows that current workflow technology is not neutral towards the
kind of process design. Even data-focused technology, such as case handling systems, still needs
some control-flow information right from the start of the design process.



Fig. 11. Next, this database is imported in the build time component of Activity Manager, resulting in
a list of activities on the left-hand side. The content of each activity can now be further specified. This
screenshot shows the definition of a new operation for activity B. Note that an operation is called an
activity in Activity Manager (see also Table 1).

Fig. 12. Data elements are defined as constants in an operation, like i1 is defined here after the definition
of i25 and i37.



Fig. 13. After defining the operations for all activities from the process model (see left-hand side of figure),
the conditions for execution can be added. Such a condition property makes it possible to give hierarchical
dependencies to operations. In the case shown in this picture, the operation can only be executed when
data elements i13, i14, i34, i37, and i42 are determined. To obtain i34 and i42 the other two operations
in activity G have to be performed first. The other data elements are provided at the start of the case by
the applicant.

Fig. 14. In the runtime environment of Activity Manager, a form for every operation is shown to the user.
This screenshot illustrates that the third operation of activity G only becomes available when the first
and second operation are performed. This is according to the condition we defined in the previous step.
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